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CLINICAL TRIAL LEADERSHIP 
Understanding the benefit and burden across trial participants, clinical trial sites, and sponsors is absolutely critical. Executing trials 
on time is increasingly difficult. Ensuring trials are representative of the populations they intend to treat is expected by regulatory 
agencies. Pintail Solutions’ clinical trial experts understand that study success begins well before the first trial participant is recruited. 
Ensuring the protocol can be effectively executed across sites is critical, and vetting and selecting the right sites is paramount. 
Sites that activate faster recruit more participants. Leveraging novel recruitment tactics ensures studies enroll according to plan.  
Engaging sites and effectively managing trial execution processes are critical to consistent, quality delivery.

THE PINTAIL DIFFERENCE 
• Pintail Solutions is the operational backbone of a clinical research nonprofit in which 

Pintail took an idea and developed a fully functional, self-sufficient organization with 
annual service revenues of ~$20M in Clinical Trial Program and Project Management.

• Developed and delivered unique processes to accelerate study startup by >30%.

• Partnered Site Network: engaged and partnered with >90 North American and >40 
European trial sites.

• Pintail solves immediate study challenges and prepares organizations for future 
success by documenting processes, best practices, and SOPs.  This can include 
communication planning, RACIs, quality management, study closeout, publications, etc.

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING:  
“[Pintail Solutions’] skills are just spectacular. We brought [them] in the middle of chaos and have moved them around. [They] are just seamless.  
  I don’t think we would be where we are today without [them].” -NIH-Funded Clinical Trial Client

SERVICE AREAS
• Clinical Trial Program and Project Management
• Clinical Operations and Clinical Research Coordination
• Regulatory Expertise

• Quality Management
• Multi-Center Site Monitoring
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THE PINTAIL PROMISE WITH EVERY ENDEAVOR
PROJECT & PORTFOLIO DELIVERY 
Pintail Solutions is an accomplished advisory firm in the life sciences industry across pharma, biotech, and technology companies, as 
well as higher education and non-profit organizations. We specialize in providing services for complex projects to help improve global 
health. We’re passionate about delivering innovative solutions and sustainable plans for your organization’s most intricate challenges.
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